Leadership is one of the important factors at the implementation of government decentralization especially for improving the quality of service to the local comunity. High commitment of local leadership will assure that the quality of service provision would be accomplished. The study examines how local leadership play role in providing quality of basic educational service. The results of the study showed that, the local leadership has not given enough attention to the provision of basic educational service yet.The commitment of local leader to provide the quality of basic educational service was still in average. This could be indicated that there were still many the facilities and infrastructuresofprimary public sector school, such as school library,textbook and scientific laboratory, have not met the standard, evensomeof them donot enough facilities and infrastructures.The study found that, when education was not the primary program of the local government leader, so it would not be the primary attention.
Background
The policy of government reform, followed by decentralized of education system in Indonesia is a new hope for the reform in the provision of education service. It is expected that the quality of educational service would be better, because decission making competency among the actors of management of educataion at different level will more evenly distributed (Rado, 2010:37) . Therefore, leadership has important for organization for achieving organization goal. It will directing where organization will be steer.
For most organization, the leader determines some polices and makes for crucial deccission , set work assigments for the follower and tends to direct where product oriented.When public organization is led by unqualified leader, it is lekely difficult for an organization to achieve its goal effectively, even for some cases it could reduce the community 
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In Banyumas
The succces of local government to achieve its The openess to receive other ideas from another is the characteristic of success (Haass, 2005:138 The study found that, when education was not the primary program of the local government leader, it is was likely would not become the primary attention.
Conclusion
Decentralization essentially gives opportunity for local government for promoting local education to be more advance. However, this could be achieved when the local a leader has high commitment and responsiveness to the local educational affairs.
Commitment of the leader is reflected by his capacity to provide enough budget, facilities and infrastructures for local education. The leader always fights to make the provision of education service, espsecially primary education service, that could be provided. Morever, the leader responsivenes could be shown byits his attention to community affairs. The leader always make a better community service.
However, to make excelent service, it is not easy. The leader could not work alone, because they need support from others. The excelent leaderswork together among supprting staffs, community elements and supported by enough resourcess. These componentsshould be collaborative in action
